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set of iterative speech enhancement techniques employing spec- 
ral constraints is extended and evaluated in this paper. The orig- 
nal unconstrained technique attempts to solve for the maximum 
ikelihood estimate of a speech waveform in additive noise. The new 

approaches (presented in ICASSP-87 [3]), apply inter- and intra- 
frame spectral constraints to ensure optimum speech quality across 
all classes of speech. Constraints are applied based on the presence 
of perceptually important speech characteristics found during the 

echnique is presented 
the techniques have 
colored noise. And 
d to determine their 
extremely noisy en- 

Introduction 

The general problem of automatic speech recognition is one which 
requires several alternatives to be specified prior to formulation of 

olution. The type of speech, restrictions on speakers, vocabulary 
and emironment all ultimately affect recognition performance. 

algorithms under consideration 
roving both speech quality and 

es is presented. A comparative evaluation is presented in sec- 
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tion 4 which include; additive w aussian noise, and slowly 
varying colored aircraft interior noise. FinalIy, the enhancement 
algorithms are evaluated to determine their ability as preproces- 

and speech signals are uncorrelated. The basis of the original un- 
constrained iterative enhancement approach is noncausal Wiener 
filtering [5 ] .  This approach attempts to solve for the maximum like- 
lihood estimate of a speech waveform in additive white Gaussian 
noise with the requireme at the signal be the response from 
an all-pole process. Cruc the success of this approach is the 
accuracy of the estimates of the all-pole parameters at each itera- 
tion. The algorithm is formulated by considering the case where all 

ech parameters 3, noise free speech 30) are 
obability density functions. The 
m a posteriori (MAP) estimator, 

which maximizes the pro density function of the unknown 
parameters given the noisy observations. After some simplification, 

ations for the joint MAP es- 
involving partial derivatives 

with respect to a'. im considered a suboptimal 
solution employing ep approach based on YAP 

stimation of ii given $08i, 

where $0,0,l is the result of the first estimation. This sequential es- 
timation procedure is linear a t  each iteration, and continues until 
some conver 

' 

Although successful in a mathematical sense, this technique has 
received little application to several factors. First, the scheme 
is iterative with sizable c utational requirements. Second and 
most important, is that although the original sequential MAP esti- 
mation technique was shown to increase the joint likelihood of the 
speech waveform and meters, a heuristic convergence 
criterion had to be em is a serious drawback if the a p  

requiring automatic speech en- 
hancement. After an extensive investigation [l], this approach was 

hancement for white Gaus- 
sting anomalies were noted 
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which helped motivate development of the constrained approaches. 
First, as additional iterations were performed, individual formants 
of the speech decreased in bandwidth and shifted in location. Sec- 
ond, frame to frame pole jitter was observed across time. Both 
effects contributed to unnatural sounding speech. The goal there- 
fore was to formulate a new set of enhancement algorithms which 
impose constraints on pole locations across time (inter-frame) and 
iterations (intra-frame). Spectral constraints are applied to the all- 
pole parameters & which ensure that; i) the all-pole speech model 
is stable, ii) it possess speech-like characteristics (e.g., poles are 
not too close to the unit circle causing narrow bandwidths), and 
iii) the vocal tract characteristics do not vary wildly from frame 
to frame when speech? present. Due to the constraints imposed, 
improved estimates of ;;+I result. Given this new estimate, the sec- 
ond MAP estimation of $0 can be carried out. In order to increase 
numerical accuracy, reduce computational requirements, and elimi- 
nate inconsistencies in pole ordering across frames, the line spectral 
pair (LSP) transformation was used to implement most of the con- 
straint requirements. Figure 1 illustrates the framework for the 
constrained enhancement algorithms. 
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Figure 1: Framework for the constrained iterative enhance- 
ment algorithms. 

4 Evaluation 

Speech degraded by additive noise was processed using various 
configurations of the constrained algorithms. Enhancement al- 
gorithms evaluated include: algorithms incorporating inter-frame 
constraints applied on a fixed-frame (FF-LSP:T) or variable-frame 
(VF-LSP:T) basis to the LSP coefficients, algorithms incorporat- 
ing intra-frame constraints applied to autocorrelation coefficients 
(Auto:I) or LSP coefficients (LSP:I), along with combinations (FF- 
LSP:T,Auto:I), (FF-LSP:T,LSP:I), (VF-LSP:T,LSP:I). In the eval- 
uation, global estimates of SNR were employed since the assump- 
tion of accurate local estimates is normally unrealistic in actual en- 
hancement environments. Also, energy thresholds for inter-frame 
constraints were obtained from frame energy histograms at each 
SNR. In this study, the primary tool for quantitative enhancement 

evaluation has been objective quality measures. This is based on 
extensive work carried out in the formulation of objective speech 
quality measures [6], and the application of these measures to en- 
hancement [2]. Fair to good correlation has been shown to exist 
between subjective and objective quality measures. 
Evaluation Using Additive White  Gaussian Noise 

have been shown to significantly improve speech quality over such 
past techniques as the unconstrained Lim-Oppenheim technique 
as well as spectral subtraction with magnitude averaging [3]). AI- 
though significant improvement was noted, it was possible the alge 
rithms were improving one or two particular speech classes which 
had high concentrations over the speech considered. Therefore, a 
comparative evaluation over speech sound classes was performed. 
Improvement over all classes of speech was reported. 

As mentioned, the iterative enhancement algorithms must be 
suspended at some iteration. In order to determine a terminat- 
ing iteration, a criterion must be selected to evaluate levels of im- 
provement as the iterative scheme progresses. The criterion chosen 
is based on objective speech quality measures. Such measures are 
formed by a weighted comparison of actual and resulting estimated 
LPC predictor coefficients found during enhancement. The obvi- 
ous problem with such a criterion is that, outside of simulation, 
the actual speech is unknown during the procedure. If, however, 
simulations were to show a consistent value for the best iteration 
in terms of this criterion, a convenient stopping condition would 
exist. Previous results based on objective quality measures indi- 
cate the unconstrained approach to produce maximum objective 
quality at different iterations for different classes of speech. Ta- 
ble l illustrates this behavior over the indicated sound classes. As 
this table shows, maximum overall speech quality is obtained at 
the third iteration, with considerable variation across sound types. 
For example, glides required two iterations, with nasals, liquids, 
and affricates requiring between five and six. Therefore, depend- 
ing on sound class concentration, the optimal iteration (in terms of 
minimum distance) would vary considerably. This result indicates 
the inability to determine in advance a terminating iteration for 
the unconstrained approach since it is highly dependent on sound 
class and to a lesser degree on SNR. 

The new constrained enhancement algorithms appear to solve 
this problem of sound class dependency. Table 2 presents results 
from an equivalent evaluation for one of the constrained enhance- 
ment algorithms (FF-LSP:T,Auto:I). A comparison between ta- 
bles l and 2 show that the constrained approach produces superior 
quality measures across all speech classes at the same iteration. 
This improvement surpasses even combined individual maximum 
quality measures found across the unconstrained approach. Thus, 
the constrained enhancement algorithm does more than simply 
impose a constraint to adjust the rate of improvement: the con- 
strained approaches consistently result in superior objective speech 
quality a t  the same iteration over all sound classes, independent of 
SNR. Table 3 summarizes optimum terminating points in terms 
of objective quality for the enhancement algorithms. Techniques 
employing only inter-frame constraints consistently resulted (93% 
occurrence) in maximum quality at the third iteration. Techniques 
employing inter- and intra-frame constraints had a 97% occurrence 
of maximum quality at the seventh iteration. In addition, adjacent 
iterations differ only slightly in objective quality for the constrained 
techniques. This is in sharp contrast to the large variations in ad- 
jacent iterations for the unconstrained technique. Therefore, if the 
iterative scheme were allowed to continue or halted one iteration 

As previously reported, the constrained enhancement algorithms 
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prior to optimal, only minor differences in speech quality would 
result. The results consistently suggested that the constrained en- 
hancement algorithms reach a maximum level of speech quality at 
the same iteration, independent of SNR and sound class concen- 

Table 1: Lim-Oppenheim unconstrained speech enhance- 
ment for AWGN, SNR=+5dB. Optimum perceived quality 
for a particular speech class is indicated by a &. 

Table 2: Hansen-Clements Inter & Intra-frame constrained 
speech enhancement for AWGN, SNR=+5dB. Optimum per- 
ceived quality for a particular speech class is indicated by a &. 

Table 3: Summary of optimal terminating iteration across SNR for AWGN. 

Additive Non-White, Non-Stationary Noise 
The unconstrained Wiener filtering/all-pole modeling approach 

was previously generalized for colored aircraft noise [l]. In that 
study, an extensive investigation was performed using various spec- 
tral estimation techniques (MEM, MLM, Burg, Bartlett, Pisarenko, 
Periodogram) for securing estimates of colored background noise, 

ying SNR (-20dB to +20dB). Results indicated that 
hod produced spectral estimates which resulted in 

highest quality improvement for this particular distortion. 
Noise recorded from a Lockheed Cl30 aircraft interior was used 

to degrade noise free utterances. For these simulations, two Bartlett 
spectral es und from the original noise waveform (to avoid 
complicati nce detection) were used across each sentence. 

noise colored and non-stationary, so increasing the 

number of spectral es across t ance should improve 
enhancement perfor An analysis was performed for an inter- 
frame (FF-LSP:T), combined inter and intra-frame (FF- 
LSP:T,Auto:I) approach. Informal listening tests indicated notice- 
able quality improvement. Figure 2 illustrates results from this 
study. All configurat howed significant improve- 
ment in Itakura-Saito a shows Itakura-Saito mea- 
sures for the original Plot b is from the uncon- 
strained Wiener filteri ts c and dare typical values 
for the inter-frame constraint (FF-LSP:T), and inter- plus intra- 
frame constraint (FF-LSP:T, Auto:I) approaches. In order to  de- 
termine limits on the level of ent, the original undistorted 
predictor coefficients were us nconstrained algorithm. In 
essence, the two step MAP e proach is now reduced to a 
single MAP estimate of So, represents the theoretical 
limit for enhancement using Wiener filtering. Plot e indicates this 
limit. Although only Itakura-Saito measures are shown, similar 
improvement was observed for log area ratio and weighted spectral 
slope distance measures. As t figure indicates, significant levels 
of enhancement result for the constrained enhancement algorithms. 

possible that the const 
ular speech classes wh 
utterances. Therefore 
was performed by ha 

Itakura- Saito Likelihood Measure 
6 

5 F  4t 3 

Figure 2: Comparis 
hancement algorith 

ra-frame constrained en- 
ircraft noise over SNR. 

a.) Original Distorted Sp 

c.) Hansen-Clements Inter-Frame constraints 

d.) Hansen-Clements Inter & Intra-Frame constraints 

e.) Theoretical limit d LPC coefficients ti. 
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ing entire sentences, and computing objective measures from each 
class. Table 4 summarizes this comparison between the uncon- 
strained technique to that of the inter- and intra-frame constraint 
approach (FF-LSP:T,Auto:I). Measures for the theoretical limit 
using undistorted LPC coefficients are also indicated. It should be 
noted that voiced plus unvoiced measures give a better indication 
of quality improvement due to the time varying nature of the inter- 
fering background noise. Improvement is indicated for all types of 
speech. This shows that the constrained techniques are enhancing 
all aspects of the speech signal. 

Sound 

Table 5: Recognition performance using enhancement preprocessing in AWGN. 
t SNR = +10dB 

Itakura-Saifo Likelihood Meaaure 

Table 4: Compaxison of unconstrained (Lim-Oppenheim) 
and inter- and intra-frame constrained (Ilansen-Clements) 
algorithms over sound types for slowly varying colored noise. 
SNR = +5 dB 

Recognition Evaluation 
A fairly standard, isolated-word, discrete-observation hidden 

Markov model recognition system was used for evaluation. This 
system was LPC based and had no embellishments. In all experi- 
ments, a five state, left-to-right model was used. System dictionary 
consisted of twenty highly confusable words used by Texas Instru- 
ments and Lincoln Labs to evaluate recognition systems. Subsets 
include {go,oh,no,hello} and {six,fix}. Twelve examples of each 
word were used, six for training, six for recognition (i.e., all tests 
fully open). A vector quantizer was used to generate a 64 state 
codebook using two minutes of noise free training data. The twenty 
models employed by the HMM recognizer were trained using the 
forward-backward algorithm. Table 5 presents results from five sce- 
narios using a noise free codebook and noise free trained system. 
Spectral subtraction preprocessing employed three frames of mag- 
nitude averaging. The unconstrained Lim-Oppenheim approach 
was terminated at the third iteration. The constrained Hansen- 
Clements (FF-LSP:T,Auto:I) was terminated at the seventh. As 
these results indicate, recognition was reduced to chance for noisy, 
spectral subtraction, and Lim-Oppenheim (-5,0,5 dB) speech. The 
constrained approach resulted in improved recognition across all 
SNR considered, which is quite remarkably in Iight of the severe 
levels of noise, and difficulty of dictionary employed. However, re- 
liable recognition in such a hostile environment may require more 
than merely extending existing techniques. As a final compari- 
son, three tests were performed using noisy and enhanced speech 
(SNR=+lOdB). For the noisy case, speech was coded using a noisy 
codebook, and recognition performed using a noisy trained HMM 
recognizer. Similar tests were performed for two enhancement tech- 
niques, (i.e., enhanced words coded using enhanced codebook, and 
tested using enhanced speech trained IIMM recognizer). 40% of 
the errors in recognition were caused by misclassification of lead- 
ing consonants (especially fricatives). 

5 Conclusions 

The constrained speech enhancement algorithms have been shown 
to improve speech quality across a11 classes of speech for both ad- 
ditive white Gaussian and slowly varying, non-white degradations. 
In addition, a consistent terminating procedure has been identified 
which is independent of sound class concentration and relatively in- 
sensitive to varying SNR. Finally, the constrained algorithms have 
shown improvement as a preprocessor for speech recognition, al- 
though their ability to bring performance up to an acceptable level 
in SNR’s low as those considered is questionable. Though the en- 
hancement procedures improved LPC parameter estimation sub- 
stantially, LPC-based strategies may simply be inappropriate for 
SNR’s of roughly OdB. Further work in this SNR range will require 
as a minimum, different front end processing. 

This work sponsored in part by U.S. Army Human Engineering Labs. 
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